
Kingshill

Today’d jaunt takes us through Black Law wind farm and out to the site of Kingshill No. 3
Colliery. Few traces of the mine remain - there’s now a bottled water plant where the pit used
to be. I’ll try not to be too ranty on the topic of bottled water, but it won’t be easy. After passing
the plant, we go back into the wind farm. It’s an enjoyable trek in its own right but getting to
Kingshill will also be a gateway for further explores another day.

A previous article describes how to get to the wind farm from Carluke. We won’t go over this
again here, or the safety advice and disclaimers. It’s all available via this link:

Getting to Black Law Wind Farm

So here we are on the wind farm, having
come in via the Thorn Road and the path past
Met Mast 2.

We’re going through the gate, past turbine 4
and then turning right when we come to a
grass triangle. This is described in a bit more
detail in the first part of this article:

Getting to Darmead

Misty up at turbine 4 today

As we did when going to Darmead
Monument, we go over the cattle grid and
turn left at the bottom of the track. This takes
us along another track, the one with patches
of chunky stones. We pass turbine 8 on our
right, then come to another t-junction.

If we turned right, we’d end up at the wind
farm control buildings. Today, we’re going left.

As ever, go the way the bike is pointing (left)

https://walkridecarluke.files.wordpress.com/2022/02/getting-to-black-law-wind-farm-1.pdf
https://walkridecarluke.files.wordpress.com/2022/02/darmead-monument-wordpress-version-1.pdf


All being well, we’ll see this sign, though it
can be partially obscured by greenery.

It’s not pointing the way to turbine 71.
Somebody’s missed out a comma. Following
this track takes you past turbines 7 and 1.

There’s a gate on this track, one of those
ones designed to be easy to step or lift a bike
over, but it’s sometimes open. Further along,
the track swings right. There’s a forest track
to our left but the last time I went along it, it
didn’t go anywhere of note. Not the way to turbine 71

Soon we’re at another gate. Old maps show
that the old coach road to Edinburgh crossed
the moor here but forestry has obliterated it.
One day we might explore the parts that still
exist elsewhere in the area.

Go over the gate

Soon we come to the water bottling plant.
The water here appears to be supplied in
large refillable bottles for water coolers.
That’s not so bad as the disposable plastic
bottles you get in shops, I suppose.

Top tip: buy a refillable plastic bottle and use
good honest Scottish tap water for drinking
on walks and rides.

There used to be a mine here - Kingshill
Colliery No. 3. My grandfather was a miner
over Cleland way, until it all but killed him. I
might rant about bottling water, but I’d rather
work at a water bottling plant than at digging
coal if I’m honest.

Water bottling plant



In front of the water bottling plant there’s a
kind of grassy roundabout. We’re going to
take the second exit, a path that goes past
the far end of the spring water site.

If we went left (the first exit if this was an
actual roundabout), we’d end up at a junction
with a tarmaced road - the Dura Road. This is
somewhere we’ll definitely go in the future.

Take the second exit (i.e.go right)

This is what the ‘second exit’ looks like. We’ll
go through the gate and along a track that’s a
personal favourite. If you’re cycling, you might
want to make sure your low gears are
working.

I find it an absolute joy to ride. As is often the
case, I can’t articulate why, but I do.

A joyful track

There are a couple of steep-ish sections on
this stretch, hence the comment about low
gears.

One of the pleasures of regularly riding in this
area is seeing how the scenery changes with
the seasons. Late summer is the time for the
heather to be in bloom.

Prepare for a pleasant work-out



Oh look, another gate! And just beyond it is
another t-junction. We’re going right - left
would take us to Control.

We’ll pass turbine 18 on our left, then a path
to turbine 13 on the same side, and a track to
turbines 12 and 6 on our right.

Careful now… coming up soon on our left is
our old friend the chunky stone track past
turbine 8. We came down that track earlier.
We’ll be going back up it to exit the wind farm
the same way we came in. If we pass turbine
7 or 1, we’ve missed the left turn and are
heading back to the water plant.

Turn right at the top of the hill after going through
the gate

You can see the route from the start of the Thorn Road on Google Maps here:

tinyurl.com/thorn-kingshill

For my grandfather:

The Sculptor

My grandfather wanted to be a policeman

But his mother said no, you'll be a sculptor

And took him to the Art Supplies Store

Aged fourteen, to buy his boots.

For years, he worked on his installation

Deep beneath the Lanarkshire moors

His speciality being the 18 inch tunnel

Though six feet tall himself.

Lying on his side, hacking

Passing rubble over his body

To be taken, sold and burned

To subsidise his work

Choking on the fine black dust

He suffered for his art

Began dying for his art

In a way that artists rarely do.

Me with my grandfather, Nairn 1961

Please contact me on
gregorsteele60@googlemail.com or
@gregor_notwork on Twitter for more
information or gpx files.

http://tinyurl.com/thorn-kingshill
mailto:gregorsteele60@googlemail.com



